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In-Vivo Measurement of Dynamic
Joint Motion Using High Speed
Biplane Radiography and CT:
Application to Canine ACL
Deficiency
Dynamic assessment of three-dimensional (3D) skeletal kinematics is essential for u
standing normal joint function as well as the effects of injury or disease. This p
presents a novel technique for measuring in-vivo skeletal kinematics that combines
collected from high-speed biplane radiography and static computed tomography
The goals of the present study were to demonstrate that highly precise measuremen
be obtained during dynamic movement studies employing high frame-rate biplane v
radiography, to develop a method for expressing joint kinematics in an anatomi
relevant coordinate system and to demonstrate the application of this technique b
culating canine tibio-femoral kinematics during dynamic motion. The method consis
four components: the generation and acquisition of high frame rate biplane radiogra
identification and 3D tracking of implanted bone markers, CT-based coordinate sy
determination, and kinematic analysis routines for determining joint motion in anato
cally based coordinates. Results from dynamic tracking of markers inserted in a pha
object showed the system bias was insignificant (20.02 mm). The average precision i
tracking implanted markers in-vivo was 0.064 mm for the distance between marker
0.31° for the angles between markers. Across-trial standard deviations for tibio-fem
translations were similar for all three motion directions, averaging 0.14 mm (range 0
to 0.20 mm). Variability in tibio-femoral rotations was more dependent on rotation a
with across-trial standard deviations averaging 1.71° for flexion/extension, 0.90°
internal/external rotation, and 0.40° for varus/valgus rotation. Advantages of
technique over traditional motion analysis methods include the elimination of
motion artifacts, improved tracking precision and the ability to present results i
consistent anatomical reference frame.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1559896#
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Introduction

Dynamic assessment of three-dimensional~3D! skeletal kine-
matics is essential for understanding normal joint function as w
as the effects of injury or disease. Joint motion is driven by
combination of dynamic physical forces~gravitational, inertial
and contact!, active muscular forces and constraints imposed
passive structures~articular surface geometry, ligaments, etc!
@1,2#. The specific combinations of these forces occurring dur
most activities are unknown. Thus, natural joint behavior can
be reproduced in cadaveric studies, and can only be reveale
in-vivo studies of typical movement activities.

Conventional motion measurement methods employ either
toelectronic or video-based systems to track markers attache
the skin. These systems are non-invasive, easy to use and
well for many clinical and research motion analysis applicatio
However, studies utilizing implanted bone pins have shown t
markers affixed to the skin shift relative to underlying bone by
much as 30 mm, particularly during rapid movements or activit
involving impact such as heelstrike@3–5#. This marker tracking
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error varies with bone, marker position, activity and joint ang
and is often correlated with the movement, complicating efforts
develop algorithms for error correction@6#. Techniques have bee
developed combining large numbers of skin markers with al
rithms to detect violations of the rigid body assumption and mo
soft tissue deformation@7–9#. In-vivo validation of these tech-
niques has been limited, but one study of tibial tracking for
single subject performing a low-speed 10 cm step-up dem
strated substantially reduced errors in estimated bone motion~av-
erage error 0.8 mm, peak error approx. 2.6 mm! @10#. However,
the authors acknowledge that the fixation pins that enabled d
bone tracking may have reduced skin movement. Additiona
errors would likely increase for the femur~due to greater soft
tissue between markers and bone!, and during more dynamic ac
tivities ~e.g. gait, running, jumping! where skin deformation is
greater and more difficult to model.

When fully validated, these advanced surface marker te
niques may improve the accuracy of kinematic data from surf
markers sufficiently to meet the needs for most clinical and
search motion analysis studies. If the kinematic measurement
to be used in conjunction with musculoskeletal models to estim
dynamic loads and stresses on joint tissues, however, then
errors as small as 1 mm may be unacceptable. For example, w
estimating strains in the anterior cruciate ligament~ACL!, a 61
mm error in tibio-femoral displacement could introduce an unc
tainty in the ligament length of approximately63% ~assuming a
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nominal ligament length of 30 mm!. This error is similar in mag-
nitude to estimated peak ligament elongation occurring dur
common activities such as stair climbing@11#. For investigating
cartilage deformation, this error magnitude would be even l
acceptable. A 1 mm displacement would be equivalent to a c
lage strain of approximately 25%, relative to the average thickn
of healthy tibio-femoral cartilage@12#. A displacement error of
this magnitude would translate into huge differences in estim
of contact forces.

It is possible to avoid skin motion artifacts by directly meas
ing bone movement, either by physically attaching measurem
devices to the bone or via medical imaging techniques. Accu
in-vivo kinematics studies have been performed using exte
marker arrays rigidly fixed to bone@13,14#. However, the risks
and discomfort associated with this technique are likely to lim
the number of willing volunteers, and may make serial stud
impossible. Dynamic MRI and CT methods show prom
@15,16#, but are limited by low frame rates and environments t
restrictive for most dynamic, weight-bearing activities. Conve
tional fluoroscopy permits direct visualization of bone motion, b
is limited to two-dimensional assessment and is prone to er
due to parallax and motion blur.

Biplane or stereo radiographic imaging enables accurate q
titative 3D motion assessment as well as direct visualization
bone motion. Use of biplane radiographic film methods~Radios-
tereometric analysis or RSA! for 3D studies of static bone positio
has been well established@17,18#, with precision reported in the
610–250mm range@19#. The goals of the present study we
threefold as follows: 1! to demonstrate that similar precision ca
be obtained during dynamic movement studies by combining h
frame-rate biplane video-radiography with analysis techniq
similar to RSA, 2! to develop a method for expressing joint kin
matics in an anatomically relevant coordinate system, and 3! to
demonstrate the application of this technique by calculating
nine tibio-femoral kinematics during dynamic motion.

Methods
Four components were used to implement the method: a h

ware system for generation and acquisition of high frame r
biplane radiographs, a software package for identification and
tracking of bone markers, a CT-based system for coordinate
tem determination and a set of kinematic analysis routines
determining joint motion in anatomically based coordinates. T
application of this method for studying canine ACL deficiency
described here, though the method has been applied similar
human studies.

Radiographic Imaging System. The high-speed biplane ra
diography system consists of two 150 kVp X-ray generators~Shi-
madzu Medical Systems, model AI5765HVP! and two 30 cm im-
age intensifiers~Shimadzu Medical Systems, model UD150B-1!
optically coupled to synchronized high-speed video cameras~JC
Labs HSC-250, 512324038-bit pixels, 250 frames/s!, config-
ured in a custom gantry to enable a variety of motion studies~Fig.
1!. This system was set up in a configuration commonly used
gait testing~60° inter-beam angle, X-ray source to object distan
1.3 m, and object to intensifier distance 0.5 m!. Images were ac-
quired with the generators in continuous radiographic mode~100
mA, 90 kVp!. The video cameras were electronically shutter
~1/2000 s! to reduce motion blur. To minimize radiation exposu
short~0.5-1 s! sequences were recorded, with X-ray exposure
image acquisition controlled by an electronic timer/sequencer
synchronized to the desired phase of movement~using accelerom-
eters and/or optical sensors!. Raw ~uncompressed! video data
were captured with two 40 MHz frame grabbers~Epix 4MIP
Model 12!, and saved to computer disk for subsequent analys

Radiopaque Bone Markers. As with static RSA, implanted
radiopaque bone markers were employed to enable accurate
istration between the two views. A minimum of three markers
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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bone was necessary for 3D analysis; more markers could h
improved accuracy but also increased the likelihood of mar
overlap. As in conventional RSA, tantalum spheres were selec
because of their biocompatibility and high radio-density, thou
somewhat larger markers~1.6 mm diameter, vs. 0.8 mm typica
for film-based RSA! were needed to compensate for the inheren
poorer resolution and contrast of video-radiographs as compa
to radiographic film. Markers were implanted in the distal fem
and proximal tibia~percutaneously with a cannulated drill!, with
the goals of maximizing inter-marker spacing~in terms of dis-
tances and included angles to avoid co-linearity! and avoiding
marker overlap in the radiographic views. No effort was made
locate markers at specific anatomical locations.

3D Marker Tracking. The radiographic process introduce
significant defects in the acquired images that must be correcte
minimize 3D tracking errors. In particular, image intensifiers a
known to introduce geometric distortion of 10% or more, and a
suffer from non-uniform intensity response that can degrade
age quality. These defects must be corrected prior to image
cessing and 3D tracking. Before each motion study, biplane
ages were acquired for bright and dark fields for intens
nonuniformity correction. Images were also acquired of a unifo
567-marker grid affixed to the face of each image intensifier~re-
moved prior to dynamic imaging studies!. These images were
used to perform aspect ratio and distortion correction for all s
sequent video frames, using a previously described method@20#.
A pair of corrected images from a typical motion sequence
shown in Fig. 2.

Software was developed to search for marker signatures in e
image frame, taking advantage of the known size and den
distribution of the markers. Gray-scale weighted centroids w
calculated for each marker with sub-pixel resolution. The result
2D coordinates were stored in a format compatible with comm
cial motion analysis software~EVa, Motion Analysis Corp.!. This
process was fully automated, and required approximately 6 s
onds per frame on an SGI Octane~175 MHz processor!.

Before and/or after the dynamic trials, biplane image sequen
were obtained of a 10 cm acrylic cube containing twelve bra
spheres~3 mm diameter! at known locations~within the milling
machine tolerance of1/20.025 mm!. The EVa software was used
to perform 3D camera calibration and coordinate reconstructi
using the calibration cube data and a modified Direct Line
Transformation method~DLT! @21#. EVa automatically matches
marker trajectories from the two views, and provides graphi
tools for confirming proper tracking. Final 3D marker location
for each motion frame were smoothed using a 4th order, zero-lag

Fig. 1 An overhead diagram of the biplane radiographic imag-
ing system, configured for treadmill testing. 3D imaging can
occur in the area where the two X-ray beams intersect.
APRIL 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 239
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Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 25 Hz. Th
frequency was determined by residual analysis of several tr
@22#.

CT-Based Coordinate System Determination. Kinematic
data must be expressed in an anatomically meaningful coordi
system for clinical relevance. 3D bone models, developed fr
computed tomography~CT!, have been used previously to dete
mine transformations between instrumentation-based and
tomically based coordinate systems@24#. A similar technique was
employed to determine transformations between marker-ba
and anatomical coordinate systems, as shown in Fig. 3 and
scribed below.

After radiopaque marker insertion, CT scans~transverse-plane,
slice thickness 1 mm in regions containing markers, 5 mm in
rest of the bone, slice resolution 0.488 mm/pixel! were acquired
for the tibia and femur. Locations of the tantalum markers with
the bone volume were determined from the CT slices using
public domain NIH Image program~developed at the U.S. Na
tional Institutes of Health and available on the Internet at http
rsb.info.nih.gov/nih-image/!. The location of the center of eac
marker signature was determined to the nearest 1/2-slice~0.5 mm
with 1 mm slice spacing!, and the nearest pixel within that slice.
local reference frame was constructed for each bone using t
bone markers, describing the orientation of the marker-based
ordinate systems relative to the CT-based coordinate system.

The stack of CT image slices was then reconstructed into a
bone model using Delaunay triangulation, as implemented in
Nuages software package@25#. The reconstructed 3D bone mode
were viewed on an SGI Octane computer using custom desig
Open Inventor-based programs. Locations of anatomical la
marks for the femur~center of the lateral and medial condyle
and center of the femoral head! and the tibia~outermost edge of
the lateral and medial condyles, and center of the distal end of
tibia! were interactively identified in the 3D bone models~Fig. 3!.
Once the anatomical markers were placed in the bone model
locations of the anatomical markers with respect to the CT volu
were known. The orientation of the anatomical coordinate syste
relative to the marker-based coordinate systems could then
determined for the femur and tibia, using standard rigid-bo
transformations.

Fig. 2 Biplane radiographic images of a canine hindlimb, from
a representative frame acquired during treadmill gait. The im-
ages have been corrected for nonuniformity and distortion, as
described in the text. Three implanted tantalum markers can
be clearly seen in each bone. The connector and wire for the
skin mounted accelerometer „used to detect pawstrike … are
also visible.
240 Õ Vol. 125, APRIL 2003
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Calculating Joint Rotations. The three body-fixed rotation
angles of the tibial anatomical coordinate system relative to
femoral anatomical coordinate system were calculated for e
motion frame in the order flexion/extension, ab/adduction a
internal/external rotation, applying the method described by K
@26#. Using this convention, flexion/extension occurred about
femur anatomical y-axis~defined by the medial and latera
condyles!, internal/external rotation occurred about the tibia an
tomical z-axis~the long axis of the tibia!, and ad/abduction oc-
curred about a floating intermediate axis~mutually perpendicular
to the other two axes!. The resulting angles corresponded to t
rotational component of the joint coordinate system described
Grood and Suntay@27#.

Calculating Joint Translations. Joint translation is defined
as the relative displacement between specific points fixed to e
bone. No standard exists for the selection of these points on
tibia and femur. Since the primary application for this study w
ACL injury and repair, the origin and insertion sites of the AC
were selected for displacement determination. Prior to po
mortem CT scanning, additional radiopaque markers were fixe
the bone surfaces~with cyanoacrylate adhesive! at the approxi-
mate center of the ACL origin and insertion sites. The locations
the origin and insertion points were calculated from the CT sl
data using the same process previously described for calcula

Fig. 3 Two local coordinate systems for the right femur „a…
and tibia „b… are determined from the CT-generated 3D bone
models. A marker-based orthogonal femur coordinate system
„

FMX, FMY, FMZ… is determined using cross products of the
vectors defined by the implanted markers. An anatomically
based orthogonal femur coordinate system „

FAX, FAY, FAZ… is
defined using the positions of the lateral and medial femoral
condyles „

FlatP, FmedP… and the center of the femoral head „

FHP….
For the tibia, marker-based „

TMX, TMY, TMZ… and anatomical
„

TAX, TAY, TAZ… coordinate systems are defined similarly, using
the lateral and medial borders of the tibial plateau „

TlatP, TmedP…
and the center of the distal tibia „

Tdist P….
Transactions of the ASME
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the locations of the tantalum markers in the femur and tibia. T
vector from femoral origin to tibial insertion was defined a
expressed in the tibial anatomical coordinate system. Th
anterior/posterior~A/P! translation occurred along the tibia an
tomical x-axis, medial/lateral~M/L ! translation occurred along th
tibia anatomical y-axis, and proximal/distal~P/D! translation oc-
curred along the tibia anatomical z-axis. This coordinate sys
was selected for translations because it was both orthogonal
fixed to the tibia~with the A/P and M/L axes approximately pa
allel to the tibial plateau!. Thus, the distance between ACL orig
and insertion could be calculated as the magnitude of the ve
defined by the three components of translation. With the A
intact, this distance reflected the functional length of the ligam
assuming the ligament was not lax as is generally true for
canine knee@28#. In the ACL-deficient knee, it provided a singl
measure of the increased motion associated with ACL loss.

Experimental Validation. Accuracy is typically quantified in
terms of bias and precision@29#. The conditions for performing
accuracy tests should resemble actual testing conditions to
greatest extent possible to recreate imaging conditions, movem
speeds, and other factors that could influence measurement
racy. Therefore, precision and repeatability were estimated f
in-vivo data. Bias was estimated from phantom tests howe
because no alternative method was available for determiningin-
vivo inter-marker distances with high accuracy.

Measurement bias was assessed by tracking a moving ac
phantom with two 1.6 mm diameter spherical targets placed
mm apart~using a milling machine with tolerance of approx
mately60.025 mm!. The object was suspended from a stiff ela
tic band and then dropped, allowing it to twist and boun
throughout the field of view. Biplane radiographic images of t
motion were acquired at 250 frames/s, and 3D marker coordin
were determined. No smoothing or filtering was performed. D
tance between the markers was calculated for 100 motion fram
and a t-test was performed to determine if the measured dist
was significantly different from the ‘true’ value of 30 mm.

Precision and repeatability were assessedin-vivo using data
from a biplane radiographic study of canine gait. This study w
performed previously to investigate the effects of ACL loss
knee kinematics and joint degeneration. Three or more 1.6
tantalum spheres were implanted into the right tibia and femu
each dog. One month after marker implantation, tibial-femo
kinematics were assessed during treadmill gait with the ACL
tact ~ACL-I !. The ACL was then surgically transected. After a
lowing 2 months for wound healing, the kinematic studies w
repeated for the ACL-deficient condition~ACL-D!. CT scans of
the limbs were acquired~as described above! 24 months after
ACL transection. The Henry Ford Health System Institution
Animal Care and Use Committee~IACUC! approved all animal
procedures.

Kinematic data was collected at 250 frames/s using the bip
radiographic system described above. Three trials were colle
for each test date~ACL-I and ACL-D! during treadmill walking at
1.5 m/s~Fig. 4!. Elapsed time between ACL-I and ACL-D tes
was 1262 weeks. Paw-strike timing was determined from a lig
weight accelerometer strapped to the lower right hindlimb, a
data was acquired from 0.2 s before to 0.3 s after paw-str
Three-dimensional marker trajectories were calculated from
radiographic image data and low-pass filtered~25 Hz!, as de-
scribed above. Five dogs from this study were selected to in
tigate measurement system performance.

Repeatability and precision were assessed using inter-ma
distance. It was assumed that the location of the implanted m
ers within the bone remained constant for the duration of
study. For each bone, a triangle was formed by selecting th
implanted markers. For each frame of movement data, the len
of the legs of the triangle as well as the angles included by
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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triangle were determined. Means and standard deviations of th
measurements for each dog were calculated for the femur
tibia for both ACL-I and ACL-D tests.

In-vivo precision was evaluated by examining the standard
viations of inter-marker distances and angles across all fram
within a trial @29#. Since it was assumed that markers were rigid
fixed in bone for any selected trial, these distances/angles sh
be constant. Thus, frame-to-frame variations in these quant
provide a direct estimate of the three-dimensional precision of
measurement system. This analysis was performed with data f
the ACL-I tests only.

Repeatability of anatomical marker placement was determi
by interactively identifying the locations of the femur anatomic
markers five times in each subject. Marker placement was p
formed by the same individual during multiple sessions spre
over several days. The mean 3D location and standard devia
were calculated for each anatomical marker.

Repeatability of the tibio-femoral kinematic measurements w
assessed by comparing multiple trials acquired during each
session. Dynamic joint rotations and displacements were ca
lated for three trials, and the resulting curves were synchroni
in time by aligning the frames corresponding to paw-strike. Sta
dard deviations were then determined at every frame for e
kinematic variable across the three trials. No time normalizat
was performed, as it was assumed that stride times would
consistent from trial to trial within a test session~since walking
speed was treadmill-controlled!. A single repeatability measure fo
each set of three trials was determined by averaging the frame
frame standard deviations across the entire range of data val
all three trials~typically, 60 or more frames!.

Results
Dynamic tracking of markers inserted in the phantom obje

showed the mean inter-marker distance was 29.98 m
10.10 mm. Compared to the ‘true’ distance of 30 mm, the syst

Table 1 Measurement System Bias

Distance~mm!

True 30
Mean 29.98
S.D. 0.10
Range 0.53

Fig. 4 A canine test in progress. Acrylic side-rails were used
to maintain proper hindlimb positioning. Note the open nature
of the system configuration, enabling a variety of movement
tasks to be performed in the imaging space.
APRIL 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 241
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bias was20.02 mm~Table 1!. This corresponded to a 0.07% err
in distance, which was not significantly different from zero
.0.05).

In-vivo inter-marker spacing and relative orientation of im
planted markers varied considerably from dog to dog. On the
test day ~ACL-I !, inter-marker distances averaged 18.
65.5 mm (mean6standard deviation!, with a range of 5.5 to 31.6
mm. Mean inter-marker distance was nearly identical for the s
ond test session~ACL-D!, at 18.32 mm. Included angles from th
marker triads ranged from 16° to 122°.

For the ACL-I tests, the inter-marker distance standard de
tions averaged 0.064 mm~range 0.053 to 0.085 mm; Table 2

Table 2 Measurement System Precision

Within-Trial
Standard Deviations:

Inter-Marker Distances~mm!

Within-Trial
Standard Deviations:

Inscribed Angles~deg!

~a! ACL-I ~b! ACL-D ~c! ACL-I ~d! ACL-D

dog 1 0.085 0.082 0.39 0.38
dog 2 0.065 0.092 0.25 0.37
dog 3 0.058 0.068 0.48 0.55
dog 4 0.053 0.050 0.21 0.19
dog 5 0.058 0.067 0.20 0.23

Average 0.064 mm 0.072 mm 0.31° 0.35°

Table 3 Anatomical Marker Placement Repeatability

Anatomical Marker Placement Standard Deviation~mm!

Medial Femoral
Condyle

Lateral Femoral
Condyle Femoral Head

dog 1 0.32 0.20 0.25
dog 2 0.33 0.33 0.40
doe 3 0.17 0.26 0.22
dog 4 0.33 0.34 0.07
dog 5 0.48 0.27 0.79

Average 0.33 mm 0.28 mm 0.35 mm
242 Õ Vol. 125, APRIL 2003
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column a!, and the standard deviations of the included ang
averaged 0.31°~range 0.20 to 0.48°; Table 2, columnc!. ACL-D
test results were similar~Table 2, columnsb andd!.

The standard deviations in anatomical marker placement~Table
3! averaged 0.33 mm for the medial femoral condyle, 0.28 mm
the lateral femoral condyle and 0.35 mm for the center of the h
of the femur.

Across-trial standard deviations for tibio-femoral translatio
~calculated from estimated ACL origin to insertion, as describ
above! were similar for all three motion directions, averaging 0.
mm ~range 0.08 to 0.20 mm; Table 4 and Fig. 5!. Variability in
tibio-femoral rotations was more dependent on rotation axis, w
across-trial standard deviations averaging 1.71° for flexi
extension, 0.90° for internal/external rotation, and 0.40° for var
valgus rotation. For all dogs, the axis with the largest variabi
was also the one with the greatest range of motion during
recorded movement~flexion/extension; approximately 50° rang
of motion!, and the axis with the smallest variability also had t
smallest range of motion~varus/valgus rotation; approximately 7°
Fig. 6!.

The greatest change after ACL loss was increased anterior t
translation~Fig. 5a!, as would be expected. However, ACL los
led to visible differences in all six degrees of freedom. 3D reco
structions of joint positions~100 ms after paw-strike from both
ACL-intact and ACL-deficient data for the same dog! clearly
show the anterior tibial shift~Fig. 7!.

Estimated ligament length was nearly constant for the A
intact trials ~Fig. 8, dashed lines; mean 16.960.26 mm, range
16.2 to 17.4 mm!. Estimated ACL origin to insertion distanc
increased in the ACL-D condition and showed a consist
pattern over trials. Similar results were observed in the remain
dogs.

Discussion
A method for accurate assessment of dynamic,in-vivo 3D bone

and joint motion has been presented. The method is base
established principles and methods, including radiostereome
analysis~RSA!, rigid-body kinematics and CT-based anatomic
modeling. These techniques have been adapted for use w
Fig. 5 Knee translation vs. time for a typical dog „Dog 1 …. Translations are of the tibia relative to the femur „from ACL origin
to insertion …, expressed in the tibial anatomical coordinate system. Three ACL-intact trials „dashed lines … and three ACL-
deficient trials are superimposed. The vertical dashed line indicates pawstrike „the beginning of the stance phase …. Note the
dramatic increase in anterior tibial translation after ACL loss.

Table 4 Kinematic Measure Repeatability

Across-Trial Standard Deviations:
Tibio-Femoral Displacements~mm!

Across-Trial Standard Deviations:
Tibio-Femoral Rotations~deg!

Ant-Post Med-Lat Prox-Dist Flex-Ext Int-Ext Var-Val

dog 1 0.18 0.20 0.06 1.03 0.98 0.50
dog 2 0.16 0.15 0.14 1.62 1.07 0.38
dog 3 0.12 0.09 0.17 3.46 0.63 0.33
dog 4 0.13 0.08 0.08 1.14 0.61 0.24
dog 5 0.20 0.19 0.09 1.30 1.22 0.54

Average 0.16 mm 0.14 mm 0.11 mm 1.71° 0.90° 0.40°
Transactions of the ASME



Jo
Fig. 6 Knee rotation vs. time for a typical dog „Dog 1 …. Rotations are of the tibia relative to the femur, expressed in the joint
coordinate system as defined by Grood and Suntay †27‡. Three ACL-intact trials „dashed lines … and three ACL-deficient
trials are superimposed. The vertical dashed line indicates pawstrike „the beginning of the stance phase …. Note that the
flexion pattern differed between ACL-deficient trials, most likely due to an altered gait pattern during one of the trials.
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unique high frame rate biplane radiographic imaging system, p
viding a powerful, precise tool forin-vivo dynamic joint motion
measurement.

Accuracy of the system was expressed in terms of bias
precision. Dynamic bias measurements~20.02 mm! were within
the accuracy of the precision milling equipment~60.025 mm!
used to construct the phantom object, and were not significa
different from zero. This result was predictable, as there is
physical reason to expect measurement bias in the radiogra
system.

The method used to determine bias was less than ideal bec
the accuracy of marker placement within the test phantom was
the order of the accuracy of the system under evaluation. Thus
difference between expected and actual distance~0.02 mm! rep-
resents an upper bound rather than an absolute measure o
system bias.

The precision of thein-vivo dynamic marker tracking proces
averaged 0.064 mm for intermarker distances and 0.31° for
scribed angles. While this level of precision may not be necess
for conventional motion studies, it is essential for studies of lig
ment and cartilage deformation. Furthermore, this level of ac

Fig. 7 3D reconstruction of tibio-femoral position for a typical
dog „Dog 1 …. Subject-specific bone geometry was combined
with kinematic data „from RSA … at 100 ms after paw-strike. After
ACL loss „right image …, the tibia is shifted anteriorly relative to
the femur.
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racy is attainable on live subjects performing dynamic mov
ments. Thus, cartilage and ligaments can be studied under t
physiological loading.

The interactive placing of anatomical markers, although re
tively imprecise, has only a minor effect on kinematic measu
ments. The average distance between the femoral condyle
tomical markers was 21.99 mm, so a change in femoral cond
location of 0.33 mm would correspond to a change of only 0.8
in the orientation of the anatomical flexion/extension axis throu
the femoral condyle~anatomical y-axis!. Additionally, because in
practice these markers are only placed once in each bone,
location of these markers relative to the implanted tantalum ma
ers is held constant throughout any long-term studies. Thus, s
inaccuracies in their placement would produce a constant b
within a particular subject.

These estimates of accuracy are based on the assumption
all differences in inter-marker distances were the result of m
surement errors. However, the two radiographic tests~ACL-I and
ACL-D! were typically performed 3 months apart and the C
images were obtained 2 years after the first radiographic t

Fig. 8 ACL origin-insertion distance vs. time for a typical dog
„Dog 1 …. The origin and insertion of the ACL were identified and
marked on the 3D CT bone models. This enabled dynamic
tracking of these bone locations from the marker kinematic
data, and subsequent calculation of the 3D distance between
these points for every motion frame. With the ACL intact
„dashed lines …, this distance remained nearly constant. After
ACL loss, a consistent displacement between these points was
observed. Three trials are superimposed for each condition.
APRIL 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 243
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Thus, some of these observed differences could actually h
been due to migration of the markers within the bone over time
remodeling-based changes in bone geometry, though no clear
dence of marker migration was found.

Because the studies were performedin-vivo, it was not possible
to isolate errors in the different measurement axis directions
more controlled experiment could have been performed byin-
vitro tracking of a bone or other object moving through a know
prescribed motion~e.g. via robotic or stepper-motor control!.
However, it would have been difficult to recreate aspects of
in-vivo tests that may contribute to measurement error, such
complex multi-axis motion, soft tissue effects, varying movem
speed, etc. Because the placement of the implanted markers
somewhat random, it is likely that the combination of mark
configurations spanned the major axis directions reasonably w
Within any bone, no large differences were seen in error ma
tude for the different inter-marker distances. This suggests a r
tive independence of error from measurement direction, as wo
be expected from a stereophotogrammetric system with a l
camera-camera angle~60° in this case!.

Angular errors were reported based on actual, implanted ma
configurations. These errors are very dependent on the spe
geometry of the markers implanted into each bone. Mark
placed closely together and/or with very small inter-marker ang
can adversely affect rotational accuracy, as is the case with
marker-based rigid body tracking. For example, the markers w
most poorly distributed in the femur of dog 3, with inter-mark
angles of 16, 61 and 103°~all 60° angles would be ideal!. This
nearly linear marker configuration resulted in relatively po
flexion/extension repeatability for this dog~Table 3!. However,
because less than ideal marker positioning may occur duringin-
vivo studies, it is reasonable to include this animal in the repor
data. It should be noted that the sizes of the canine tibias
femurs used for this study are approximately one half the siz
the corresponding adult human bones. Thus, greater inter-ma
spacing would be expected for human studies, which could
prove rotational measurement accuracy.

As the method described is clearly invasive, it is not presen
as a general replacement for conventional~video-based! motion
analysis. There are risks associated with both the marker imp
tation and the exposure to ionizing radiation required. Howe
the biocompatibility of tantalum implants has been confirm
@30,31#, and many years of RSA studies have demonstrated
ther short nor long-term adverse consequences associated
tantalum marker implantation@19#. Additionally, the radiation~en-
trance! exposure for the tests described above was in the rang
200–300 mR per trial, directed only at the lower extremity. This
not considered to be high by diagnostic radiology standard~a
typical knee CT study is in the range of 3000 to 4000 mR!, and
our Institutional Review Board has approved multi-trial hum
studies. These risks, though low, would support continued us
video-based motion analysis techniques~perhaps enhanced by a
tifact reduction algorithms! for the majority of clinical and re-
search applications where sub-millimeter accuracy may be of l
benefit.

One limitation of the technique is the need for CT data fro
proximal joints~such as the femoral head! near internal organs in
order to construct anatomical coordinate systems. Howeve
may be possible to overcome this limitation by mathematica
modeling the location of proximal joint centers if distal joint g
ometry is well defined.

This method is an attractive alternative to previously descri
techniques forin-vivo joint motion studies whenever the benefi
of very high accuracy outweigh the minimal associated risks. T
would likely include studies combining experimental kinemat
with musculoskeletal models to estimate loads and strains in j
tissues. Since the bone geometry~from CT! is registered with the
marker/bone movement, it is possible to identify and track a
location on the bone surface. For example, by identifying ori
244 Õ Vol. 125, APRIL 2003
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and insertion points, length changes in soft tissue structures ca
estimated to a high degree of accuracy. Thus, this approac
particularly well suited for the development, validation and imp
mentation of dynamic musculoskeletal models for estimatingin-
vivo behavior of internal joint structures. This method is also w
suited for studies involving rapid acceleration or decelerati
where surface marker techniques are particularly prone to
movement error. Such motions may be critically important to
vestigate, since damage to biological tissues is rate-dependan
rapid changes in movement direction are often implicated in a
letic injury.
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